Definitions matter: heterogeneity of COVID-19 disease severity criteria and incomplete reporting compromise meta-analysis
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Abstract

Therapeutic efficacy in COVID-19 is dependent upon disease stage and severity (treatment effect heterogeneity). Unfortunately, definitions of severity vary widely. This compromises the meta-analysis of randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and the therapeutic guidelines derived from them. The World Health Organisation ‘living’ guidelines for the treatment of COVID-19 are based on a network meta-analysis (NMA) of published RCTs. We reviewed the 81 studies included in the WHO COVID-19 living NMA and compared their severity classifications with the severity classifications employed by the international COVID-NMA initiative. The two were concordant in only 35% (24/68) of trials. Of the RCTs evaluated 69% (55/77) were considered by the WHO group to include patients with a range of severities (12 mild-moderate; 3 mild-severe; 18 mild-critical; 5 moderate-severe; 8 moderate-critical; 10 severe-critical), but the distribution of disease severities within these groups usually could not be determined, and data on the duration of illness and/or oxygen saturation values were often missing. Where severity classifications were clear there was substantial overlap in mortality across trials in different severity strata. This imprecision in severity assessment compromises the validity of some therapeutic recommendations; notably extrapolation of “lack of therapeutic benefit” shown in hospitalised severely ill patients on respiratory support to ambulant mildly ill patients is not warranted. Both harmonised unambiguous definitions of severity and individual patient data meta-analyses are needed to guide and improve therapeutic recommendations in COVID-19.
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Introduction

Viral burdens in COVID-19 infection peak early, around the time of symptom onset, and then decline. In the minority of patients requiring hospitalisation and respiratory support, inflammatory processes dominate \(^1,2\). As a result, drugs used to treat COVID-19 may have varying efficacy depending on where the patient is in the disease course when the medicines are administered. Under this simple paradigm antiviral drugs would be expected to be most beneficial when administered as early as possible in the evolution of the individual infection, and less likely to benefit once inflammatory processes dominate later in the disease \(^3\). At this late stage \(^4\), immune modulating and anti-inflammatory drugs are of proven benefit. Conversely, immune suppression could be harmful early in the infection by attenuating an effective early immune response to viral replication. The results of the seminal RECOVERY trial on dexamethasone provide some support for this paradigm, with evidence of treatment effect heterogeneity according to patient severity at randomisation, a proxy measurement of disease progression \(^5\). Low dose dexamethasone (6mg/day) resulted in lower 28-day mortality among hospitalised patients who were receiving either invasive mechanical ventilation at randomization (RR = 0.64; 95% CI, 0.51 – 0.81) or oxygen alone at randomization (RR = 0.82; 95% CI, 0.72 – 0.94). In contrast, among those receiving no respiratory support at randomisation, the mortality figures were in the direction of harm (RR = 1.19; 95% CI, 0.92-1.55, \(p<0.001\) for trend across three groups). The WHO guidelines for the treatment of COVID-19 acknowledged this interaction by providing separate recommendations stratified by disease severity for corticosteroids, recommending their use in severe and critical patients whilst conditionally recommending against their use in non-severe patients\(^6\). Conversely, monoclonal antibodies targeting the virus spike proteins have shown benefit for mild to moderately ill patients, whilst their efficacy was not demonstrated in more severely ill cases \(^7,8\).

In the absence of precise knowledge of when a patient was infected, clinicians use history and disease severity at presentation to assess the appropriate clinical management. Disease severity is a continuous spectrum but, as is common for many potentially severe infectious diseases, researchers have partitioned COVID-19 severity into discrete categories of mild, moderate, severe and critical. This is useful for triage and, if these definitions were consistent, would also be useful for comparison of clinical and epidemiological observations,
investigations and trials - as in the COVID-19 Network Meta-Analysis (NMA) underpinning the WHO guidelines. Most groups use the oxygen saturation level (SpO2) at rest in ambient air; respiratory rate (breaths per minute) and - when available - the ratio of arterial oxygen partial pressure (mmHg) to fractional inspired oxygen (PaO2/Fi O2) in their severity criteria. However, the thresholds used vary substantially. The US National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the World Health Organization (WHO) have proposed different sets of criteria to categorise patients by severity (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1). Most notably these criteria differ on the saturation of oxygen (SpO2) threshold to define a severe case (the NIH considers an individual with <94% SpO2 to be a severe case, whilst the WHO requires <90% SpO2). The living network meta-analysis underpinning the WHO treatment guidelines, referred thereafter as “WHO - COVID19 Living Network Meta-Analysis” and the international COVID-NMA Initiative both use different severity definitions (Figure 1 and Supplementary Table 1).

When the efficacy of a drug varies depending upon disease stage and severity, as in COVID-19, harmonised definitions of severity are essential to provide severity specific estimates of drug efficacy. So, if definitions of patient severity vary across published reports, stratified efficacy estimates are likely to be compromised. Severity specific estimates of drug efficacy are compromised further if definitions based on clinical observations are not accompanied by pertinent data on date of symptoms onset and/or oxygen saturation values. We sought to determine the feasibility of determining retrospectively the disease severity of patients included in the COVID-19 clinical trials upon which the current WHO living therapeutic guidelines are based. This was obtained from published information by extracting severity components from the clinical trial publications included in the living network meta-analysis.

Methods

Identification of studies
We evaluated the 85 trials that met the inclusion criteria for the WHO - COVID-19 Living Network Meta-Analysis for drug treatments for COVID-19 (update 2, published 17 December 2020). From these 85 trials, we could extract information from 81
(Supplementary Table 2). The full texts of the remaining four were inaccessible to us by 1st May 2021.

**Categorical indicators of disease severity**

We extracted information on the following variables and categorical indicators of COVID-19 severity at baseline: inpatients; outpatients; ICU patients; patients with pneumonia; patients receiving oxygen therapy. We extracted whether a) the results section (including the baseline table) indicated that any participants had any of the indicators listed above; b) if any of the indicators were listed as an exclusion criterion; c) if any of the indicators were listed as a necessary inclusion criterion; and d) if any of the indicators were listed as a sufficient but not necessary inclusion criterion. We then determined whether in the study all, some or no participants had any of the indicators, or if it was not known if any participants had any of the indicators or not.

**Continuous indicators of severity**

We extracted information on the following continuous indicators of COVID-19 severity at baseline: days since symptom onset; oxygen saturation level (SpO₂) at rest in ambient air; respiratory rate (breaths per minute); the ratio of arterial oxygen partial pressure (mm Hg) to fractional inspired oxygen (PaO₂/FiO₂). For all continuous indicators we extracted the following measures where available: median; lower quartile; upper quartile; mean; standard deviation; observed minimum in study population; observed maximum in study population; minimum inclusion criteria where the inclusion criteria were sufficient but not necessary; maximum inclusion criteria where the inclusion criteria were sufficient but not necessary; minimum inclusion criteria where the inclusion criteria were necessary; maximum inclusion criteria where the inclusion criteria were necessary; proportions and ranges of categorisations. Where the observed measures were presented separately by arm we extrapolated overall study information where possible (in the case of the minimum and maximum measures for continuous indicators). Where study level measures were not identifiable, measures reported for the arm with the larger sample size were used. In addition, we classified whether the observed measures we extracted are representative of the entire study population or a single study arm.
Network Meta-analysis (NMA) classifications

We extracted the mean age, mortality and possible severity range of patients listed online by the WHO - COVID-19 Living Network Meta-Analysis group\(^6,9\) which provide evidence to WHO (https://www.covid19lnma.com/drug-treatments-study-level). Where the WHO - COVID-19 Living Network Meta-Analysis group listed a study arm as having “1 or 2” deaths in it (Zhao 2020) we did not include this arm in our calculation of mortality. We also extracted the severity classifications according to the COVID-NMA Initiative\(^10,11\) (https://covid-nma.com/living_data/). We used the data available at these sites as on the 4\(^{th}\) March 2021.

The severity of two studies\(^12,13\) included in update 2 of the WHO - COVID-19 Living Network Meta-Analysis group site were not present on the website so these were extracted from the original manuscript. Where severity was captured as not reported (NR) by the WHO - COVID-19 Living Network Meta-Analysis group we considered that patients with this severity may have been present in the trial and therefore considered this as part of the possible severity range of patients.

Results

Severity classification according to NMA groups

Of the 81 studies, 24 (30%) studies included patients from one severity category only in the WHO - COVID-19 Living Network Meta-Analysis (5 studies mild patients only; 8 moderate only; 7 severe only; 4 critical only) (Figure 2). The majority (57/81, 70%) of studies included patients with a range of clinical severities (12 mild-moderate; 3 mild-severe; 19 mild-critical; 5 moderate-severe; 8 moderate-critical; 10 severe-critical). The severity classification used by the COVID-NMA initiative usually did not align with that used by the WHO - COVID-19 Living Network Meta-Analysis group. Of 70 studies that had been classified by both sources (The COVID-NMA initiative did not list four trials, six trials had “unclear” severity and one trial was unclassified), only 26 (37%) (of studies were classified as having the same range of severity by both groups (Supplementary Table 3). In studies with a single patient severity category, as expected, mortality rates stratified roughly according to severity. However, in studies with multiple severity strata, there was considerable overlap in mortality across the different severity definitions with variation not explained by mean patient age (Figure 3).
**Categorical indicators of severity**
We extracted information on whether patients included in the trials were inpatients; outpatients; hospitalised in ICU; diagnosed with pneumonia; and receiving oxygen therapy. The reporting of whether all, some or no patients had each categorical indicator of severity are shown in Figure 4. In the large majority of studies 65/81 (80%) all patients were inpatients, while in 7 (9%) all patients were outpatients, 5 (6%) contained some inpatients but it was unclear if any outpatients were included, while in the remaining 4 (5%) studies it could not be ascertained if outpatients or inpatients were included. In the majority (54/65, 83%) of non-outpatient studies it was unclear if any of the patients were in ICU at baseline. Four (5%) studies reported all patient were in ICU; six (7%) reported some; and 17 (21%) reported none. In 33/81 (41%) studies all patients had pneumonia, with some patients with pneumonia reported in 19 (23%) studies. It was unknown in the remaining 29 (36%) studies. In the majority (47/81, 58%) of studies it was unclear if any of the patients were on oxygen therapy at baseline. Only one (1%) study indicated that no patients were on oxygen therapy, one (1%) study indicated that all patients were on oxygen therapy, and the remaining 32/79 (40%) reported that some patients were receiving oxygen.

**Continuous indicators**
Of the 81 studies, the majority, 54 (66%) provided information on the intervals from symptom onset (Figure 5); 37 studies (46%) presented days since symptom onset as quartiles of the patient population; 13 studies gave means and standard deviations; three studies reported the minimum eligible in terms of day of onset for inclusion; 13 studies reported the maximum time eligible; two studies reported the observed minimum and maximum; and one study reported proportions of individuals falling into categorisations. Of the studies that reported a minimum number of days since symptom onset threshold to be eligible for inclusion, two reported 3 days and one reported 7 days. Of the studies that reported a maximum number of days since symptom onset threshold to be eligible for inclusion, three reported 4 days, one reported 6 days, two reported 8 days, one reported 10 days, three reported 12 days, one reported 13 days and two reported 14 days. Information on \( \text{SpO}_2 \) was provided in 44 studies (54%). Eleven studies presented \( \text{SpO}_2 \) quartiles of the patient population; 12 studies gave means and standard deviations; 14
studies reported the minimum eligible for inclusion and three studies reported the maximum eligible for inclusion; 18 studies reported a maximum threshold of SpO₂ that was sufficient but not necessary for inclusion; no studies reported the observed minimum and maximum; and two studies reported proportions of individuals falling within various SpO₂ ranges. There was substantial heterogeneity in SpO₂ thresholds. Of the studies that reported a minimum SpO₂ threshold required for inclusion three gave a threshold of 95%, six gave 94%, three gave 93%, one gave 90% and one gave 75%. Of the studies that reported a maximum SpO₂ threshold to be eligible for inclusion two gave 94% and one gave 90%.

Only 41 of 81 (51%) studies reported information on the respiratory rates (RR) of their patients. There were 16 studies which presented RR quartiles of the patient population; 11 studies gave means and standard deviations; three studies reported the minimum eligible for inclusion and nine studies reported the maximum eligible for inclusion; nine studies reported a maximum threshold of RR that was sufficient, but not necessary, for inclusion and one study reported a minimum threshold of RR that was sufficient, but not necessary, for inclusion; seven studies reported proportions of individuals falling into categorisations. Of the studies that reported a minimum RR threshold to be eligible for inclusion there was one each for thresholds of 19, 25 and 30 breaths/minute. Of the studies that reported a maximum threshold to be eligible for inclusion one gave 23, four gave 29, three gave 30 and one gave 35 breaths/minute.

Only 29 of 81 (36%) studies reported information on PaO₂/FiO₂ ratios. Four studies presented PaO₂/FiO₂ quartiles of the patient population; five studies gave means and standard deviations; eight studies reported the minimum eligible for inclusion and five studies reported the maximum eligible for inclusion; thirteen studies reported a maximum threshold of SpO₂ that was sufficient but not necessary for inclusion. Of the studies that reported a minimum threshold for inclusion, one gave a PaO₂/FiO₂=76, one gave 100, five gave 300 and one gave 301. Of the studies that reported a maximum threshold to be eligible for inclusion one gave 200, one gave 250 and three gave 299.
Discussion

Information on COVID-19 disease severity in clinical trials is critical for the interpretation of therapeutic responses. Unfortunately, the summary information reported in the majority of COVID-19 clinical trial publications is insufficient to determine retrospectively, with sufficient accuracy, the distribution of disease severities of the patients included in the studies. In many studies, the key measures of severity were not reported at all. When they were reported they were often incomplete or ambiguous, e.g. being on oxygen-therapy at admission. Many of the current definitions used for COVID-19 severity combine a mixture of AND and OR logical operators. For example, the WHO guideline definition considers a patient to be severe if they have a respiratory rate > 30/minute or $\text{SpO}_2 < 90\%$ on room air. These are not equivalent. A study that reports proportions of patients above and below these thresholds separately does not provide sufficient information to determine the proportion of patients meeting the criteria for severe infection. In the absence of this information in the trial reports, and with such variability in definitions, guidelines based on summary data are compromised. Analysis of the Individual Participant Data (IPD) is required to assess therapeutic responses in relation to disease severity.

The published literature contains a wide variety of COVID-19 severity threshold criteria, severity definitions and severity categories - many of which are arbitrary (i.e. they have not been calibrated either by mortality or complications). The WHO panel noted that “the oxygen saturation threshold of 90% to define severe covid-19 was arbitrary”\(^6\). The other indicator thresholds such as respiratory rate or $\text{PaO}_2/\text{FiO}_2$ are also arbitrary, and they are also not generally agreed upon. Providing two alternative criteria for severity is also potentially misleading. Although few would disagree that acute onset of hypoxia resulting in an oxygen saturation of $< 90\%$ in a patient with previously normal lung function is a sign of severity, a rapid respiratory rate can reflect a number of processes including anxiety. To add to the confusion, during the course of the pandemic some of the definitions were changed e.g. the WHO clinical guidance for COVID-19 published on 27 May 2020 (version 3) defined severity of COVID-19 by clinical indicators, but modified the oxygen saturation threshold from 94% to 90%\(^{14}\), in order to align with previous WHO guidance\(^{15}\). The current severity definitions used by the US-NIH and WHO are expert-based consensus definitions. A measure
of severity should be based on available data and outcomes, and include disease specific factors linked to patient prognosis (independent of underlying patient factors). The large variation in mortality observed between trials supposedly including patients with similar levels of disease severity illustrates the problem. In summary, the majority of the RCTs which formed the evidence base for the WHO therapeutic guidelines included mixed populations, with unclear distributions of severity and associated outcomes, and significant variability in observed mortalities even among groups classified as having similar severities. This is a significant concern because in COVID-19 there is strong evidence for heterogeneity of treatment effects according to the stage of disease (reflected in the level of pulmonary dysfunction) at the time of treatment, as seen with corticosteroids\textsuperscript{2,5,7,8}. Fortunately, the large randomised controlled trials in hospitalised patients have provided robust evidence and thus guidance for the management of severe COVID-19, but substantial uncertainty remains for chemoprevention and the treatment of early COVID-19. Epidemiological and therapeutic assessments would benefit substantially from agreement on definitions of severity and full reporting of key clinical measures, so that the quality and thus value of meta-analyses can be improved.

The slow global roll-out of vaccines and the threat of new variants means that effective therapeutics are still needed urgently. Most therapeutic trials on COVID-19 have been on hospitalised patients and most trials reported to date contain insufficient information to classify accurately the range of disease severity at randomisation. Researchers and policy makers must be careful not to over-interpret currently available data. In particular, the extrapolation of “lack of benefit” observed in hospitalised severely ill patients on respiratory support to ambulant mildly ill patients is not warranted. Individual patient data meta-analyses are needed now to guide and improve therapeutic recommendations in COVID-19. These require international collaborations to ensure equitable data sharing, following FAIR principles (Figure 6). IPD meta-analyses are particularly important for assessing drug efficacy in the large majority of patients who do not yet require hospitalisation.
Data sharing statement: All the data used in this study are publicly available and properly cited. However, more guided instruction to get access to the data for transparency and reproducibility will be provided on request.
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Figure 1. Severity definitions from WHO, US NIH guidelines and organisations conducting review of evidence i.e. the WHO-COVID-19 Living Network Meta-Analysis and the COVID-NMA initiative.

Figure 2. Possible range of patient severity in studies as classified by WHO-COVID-19 Living Network Meta-Analysis group (black circles) and COVID-NMA initiative (red squares). Matched severity definition between the two groups (green triangle), unmatched (red circle).

Figure 3. Trial mortality among trials with (A) only a single stratum of patient severity and (B) a range of possible patient severity as reported by https://www.covid19lmm.com/drug-treatments-study-level. Green circles are from trials with mean patient age<50 years; orange for trials with mean patient age 50-60 years; blue for trials with mean patient age >60 years. Boxes denote quartiles. Circle width corresponds to number of participants analysed (<75 participants; 75-150 participants; 150-300 participants; >300 participants from smallest to largest).

Figure 4. Heatplot of studies and whether any patients in the study were outpatients; inpatients; ICU patients; patients with pneumonia; patients receiving oxygen at baseline.

Figure 5. Available information on days since symptom onset; SpO₂; respiratory rate; PaO₂/FiO₂. Dashed vertical lines denote thresholds used by either the NIH; WHO; Covid-NMA or Magic NMA groups to categorise severity. Eligible range (AND) refers to a criterion that is part of an AND condition and therefore an individual falling into this range would also require at least one other criterion to be met; eligible range (OR) refers to a criterion that is part of an OR condition. The same graph stratified by outpatient composition (all/none/unknown) is presented in Supplementary Figure 1-3.

Figure 6. Proposed strategy to generate COVID-19 treatment guidelines
A. Current approach

Research → Individual reports/publications → Meta-analysis → Guideline recommendation

B. Proposed strategy

Research → Individual reports/publications → Network meta-analysis → Guideline recommendation → Individual patient data meta-analysis